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Summer got off to a bit of a slow start, but once it finally arrived there were no
shortage of beautiful days to spend enjoying your pool. We would like to thank our loyal
customers for another great season. We hope that we exceeded your expectations and
look forward to serving you next season and for years to come.
Don’t forget about our winter pump down service for plaster or gunite pools, to keep your
tiles in place!
Take advantage of 10% on the following products during our End Of Summer Sale!
Savings end September 30, 2017.
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Loop-Loc Safety Covers:
Is your winter pool cover strong enough to hold the weight of an elephant?
Loop-Loc’s are! They exceed standards for safety pool covers and have earned a seal of
approval for the past 39 years, giving you piece of mind. Loop-Loc’s are proudly made in
the USA and are the only winter safety cover Hat City Pools recommends.
Replacing your older Loop-Loc has never been easier with 400 stock sizes, custom
shapes and designer colors, there has never been a better time!
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Hayward Summit XL Heat Pumps:
The swim season is short in the Northeast, so why not extend it with a Hayward
heat pump? The Summit XL expert line heaters will maintain heat to within a degree of
your desired temperature with electronic temperature control to maximize energy savings.
It’s titanium heat exchanger provides maximum heat transfer while offering superior
resistance to pool chemicals. Every Summit XL heater comes with an unprecedented 5
year warranty on parts and a full 2 year warranty on labor for added piece of mind.
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* All in stock floats, toys and solar covers on sale now. In stock equipment on sale too!!
** It’s RED HOT SALES time! All Saratoga Spas are on sale!!!
*** Please see the reverse side for our 2017 Pool Closing Contract. Call, fax or email
your request to schedule.
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